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In historical sense, budgeting has been the standardized management procedure 
for modern enterprises, and played a crucial role in strengthening the coordination 
efficiency of an organization. Following the expanding of scale of company and 
rapid changing of the external environment, the traditional budgeting could not be 
satisfied by the requirements of company management. How to adjust the traditional 
budget in order to comply with corporate strategy and specialized organization is a 
critical issue to solve in budgeting and development areas of modern corporate.  
First of all, a lot of effort was tried to abstract major background factors from 
how budgeting management could be affected, which is also the basement of this 
article. In the body, the innovation on the base of budget, the choice of starting point 
of budget preparation, the choice of procedure of budget preparation, the 
diversification of budgeting index and constructing of relationship of budget and pay 
scheme are discussed by chapters respectively, emphasizing in analyzing and 
estimating the pros and cons in each methods. Based on the discussion, a trial 
integrated framework of total budget management is established in the end. It is 
attempting to conquer the shortcoming of traditional budget management and serve 
management more in corporate strategy level.  
The innovation are illustrated in two aspects. On the one hand, the article 
reviews and concludes the available researches of eastern and western academia in a 
systematic and full-scale way, especially in the analysis and evaluation of innovation 
method of budget preparing. It provides abundant materials for other budgeting 
management researches, and also a source for other researchers in this area. On the 
other hand, a trial integrated framework of total budget management is established to 
conquer and solve the shortage of traditional methods, and also discussed the 
management tools integration in details, which is in theoretical guidance manor.  
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① 如：卡普兰和诺顿教授认为平衡计分卡如果不能借助预算这一企业资源分配工具，战略实施终究还是空
中楼阁。 
② 如 Svenska Handelsbanken 银行、Volvo 汽车公司，详细内容参见：Robbin Fraser(2001)[51] 和 Jeremy Hope 
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